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Reviewer's report:

The response of the lead author to previous reviewer requests, particularly in the development of the lay summary, appears adequate.

This excellent paper details the SEED approach to eliciting stakeholder involvement in the development of a research agenda. Stakeholders include patients and carers, clinical care providers, funders and gatekeepers. The SEED method employs face to face small 'like group' interactions over a sustained period to develop and refine areas of interest and concern. The resulting questions are reviewed in terms of current published knowledge and practice by the university leads and amended or focused in relation to identified 'gaps'.

The face to face community based nature of SEED marks it out from the more usual sampling style methods of encouraging participation in the broader based development of research agendas. Its strength lies in its detailed method, its localised and conversational focus, and its potential for creating 'community capacity for sustained research engagement'. Its ability to generate research questions with a wide currency may be limited. However, the approach is both welcome and timely and worthy, as the authors indicate, of further development. Future work may wish to more explicitly explore the political distinctions between 'engagement' and 'involvement' and consider the ethics of co-production in the practice of shaping multi-stakeholder generated research agendas.
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